
 

 

Lipo Burner 
is one of Estetica Vibrazionale’s cosmetics based on super coherent water1 and top quality active 
elements. 

 
Action 
The application of this product, during wight loss or sports programs, 
allows for greater reactivity of the adipose tissue.  
 
Lipo Burner The visible effect with prolonged use (at least 20 days of 
application morning and evening), is the thinning of the contours in 
the treated areas 

Active Elements 
Water: it is the leading element in EV’s cosmetics.  The super 
coherence of its structure allows to  greatly increase the Vibrational 
Cosmetic’s energetic and functional power, assuring the best results. 
Being so specifically treated, this Water also enhances the effects of 
the active elements it carries.  
 
Theophylline Alginate:   bioactive derivative of silicon bound to 
theophylline which is part of the basic nitrogen compounds produced 
by some plant species, that is, it is a member of the family of cellars, and has a great structural and 
pharmacological similarity with caffeine and theobromine. It is naturally contained mainly in tea 
leaves, even if in trace. Ideal for lipolytic anti-cellulite products. 
 
 
Citrus Aurantium Amara  is the dry extract of bitter orange, this extract contains a rare composition 
of sympathomimetic Amines capable of appreciably decreasing excess fat through an increase in so-
called thermogenesis. 
 
Coleus Barbatus Forskohlii root extract  is the dry extract that has lipolytic properties, attributable 
to the presence of Forskolin which is an activator of the animated enzyme Cyclades. In addition to 
stimulating lipolysis, it also favors blood microcirculation, so it is useful for localized fat treatments. 
 
 

 
1Quantum electrodynamics (QED) brings forward a very interesting prospect. Water in leaving creatures, 
when in contact with biological matter, gets structured in an organized and coherent way. The greater is the 
coherence of the structure the best is the energy processing in cellular structures. Super coherence is the 
exaltation of this oxygen conveyance, which, so organized, allows to elaborate a better cells energetic  
quality. 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
How to use  
Nebulize Lipo Burner directly on the interested skin areas twice a day. In case of deep affections it 
may be helpful to intensify applications. Effects are visible since the very first few applications. 
Regular and rhythmic use reinforces the results achieved and prevents skin congesting processes. 
Lipo Burner can be used on its own or, once properly absorbed, as a base for creams of which it will 
boost  active properties actions, improving the performance. 
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